Project WET Workshop

Sponsored by Flathead CORE and the Glacier National Park Conservancy

Saturday, October 13, 2018
9:00 am to 3:00 pm at the Flathead Lake Biological station
32125 Bio Station Ln, Polson, MT 59860

Project WET (Water Education for Teachers) is environmental education which promotes the awareness, appreciation, knowledge, and stewardship of water resources. This workshop, for K-12 educators, is to familiarize them with the Project WET materials.

Workshop Goals

- To encourage educators to approach learning and teaching from an environmental and multi-disciplinary perspective.
- To prepare educators to use Project WET materials by providing a sampling of teaching strategies and activities that will help students become aware of the environment, their impact on it, and their responsibilities for it.
- Create a setting for educators, resource personnel, and others to share information and encourage continued communication and support for environmental education.
- To provide a fun and motivating forum encouraging educators to enjoy their own learning processes.

Register at: PIRNet (25 spaces available)*

For more information contact Steven Thompson at:
steven_thompson@nps.gov